CEIS100 APA Quick Guide

PRINT RESOURCES

Book with one author:


Book with more than one author:


Book with an editor:


Something taken from an anthology (a collection of pieces) or an encyclopedia article:


Magazine article: (Start with the article’s title if there is no author.)


Journal article:


ELECTRONIC RESOURCES

Article from an electronic database, like IEEE Explore: (Write the reference as for a print source. Database information is not necessary, unless the source is only likely to be
found in an archival database (e.g. JSTOR or ERIC). However, a DOI should be included, if available.)


**Entry or report from an online reference database, like Faulkner FACCTs:**


**Information from a web site:** (If there is no author, start with the title of the page. If no date of last update, use (n.d.)—no date.)


**Electronic version of a print book, like from Books24x7 or Safari:**


**Online lecture notes:** (Include the format of the source in brackets.)


**Notes from a threaded discussion:**